
Smart scenes 
activation with 

enhanced control

Shelly Plus i4



Shelly Plus i4 allows manual activation or deactivation of

any created scene, running synchronized actions, or

executing complex trigger scenarios. Shelly Plus i4 can

control other connected Shelly relays, sensors, or HTTP

and MQTT-controlled devices. Small enough to behind

every wall switch, Shelly Plus i4 can show the status and

control the action of four inputs.
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Smart scenes activation with 

enhanced control.



MULTI ACTIONS SUPPORT

Shelly Plus i4 can be installed behind the

most convenient wall switch and used to

activate scenes or actions from the other

Shelly devices with as much as a push of

a button. Shelly Plus i4 supports up to 3

different actions per button, which makes

it convenient for quick manual control

over a group of devices.

No more getting out of bed when you

forgot to switch off the living room lights

and phone is nowhere around.

Shelly Plus i4 allows manual control of

other Shelly devices. Now the full control

of your house is just one hand away!

ULTIMATE COMFORT

COMPLEX SCENES CONTROL

Manually activate or deactivate complex

scenes. Shelly Plus i4 can run

synchronized actions of several Shelly

devices. Customers can install Shelly Plus

i4 close to the front door of the home

and turn off/on all the lights in the

house with one push of the button,

saving time when in a hurry.



Smart bulbs control 
like never before! 

Shelly Plus i4 is compatible and can control any given 

smart bulbs brand (including Philips Hue).

Furthermore, Shelly Plus i4 can be used to set the light 

color or the dimming/brightening level of the smart 

bulbs. All that needs to be done is add and configure 

one of Shelly scripts or webhooks created specifically 

for Shelly Plus i4.

All of them are available here. 

https://github.com/ALLTERCO/shelly-script-examples


Perfect match!

Shelly Plus i4 is perfect for Shelly Wall Switch

for Smart Relays – 4 button switch. Each

button can activate up to 3 different actions.

That means that only one 4 button switch

would allow as much as 12 scenes trigger and

execution!

+



Highly 
compatible! 
Use your preferred voice 

assistant to control Shelly Plus 

line of devices!



Use devices with your one local or centralized server, 

you can keep them to fully isolated from public Internet 

network.

Shelly Plus line is fully compatible with Amazon Alexa, 

Home Assistant, Smart Things and other 3rd party 

home automation platforms.

Shelly Plus Line devices can be controlled directly 

and without a hub through your smartphone 

with Shelly Cloud App.

No hub required!

Supported platforms

Get Shelly App from:



Make IoT Simple!


